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David Ben Gurion 

Making of 

 Games Cameron55  Israel

"For Ben-Gurion the word,state,had now no

meaning other than an instrument of war"                            

 Ben-Gurion 

I can think of no other meaning now,he said" 

 Ben-Gorion

"I feel that the wisdom of isreal now is that to waee 

war,that and nothing else,that and only that"                      





 Colerigde 

 Kubla Khan  Kubla KhanKubla Khan



And,mid this tumult kubla heard from far

ancestral voices propngsuing war!

 Kubla 
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Zion  David-ben Gurion  Kubla
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 Scud Missile 



"Israel Generals have often boasted that they could

take on all the arab armies at the same time and still

destroy them,and the chief of staff has even claimed that
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he could defeat the armed forces of the Soviet Union."                                 

(Dispossessed, the ordeal of the palestians,

Page:224 by david gilmour)                                                 

 David Gilmour
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 1967









 1967  Levi Eshkol 



Israel,said the prime minister,had no intenion of

annexing even one foot of arab territory.                             

 Arab Territory 
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(Theodore Argand) 
 

 1944 

  Tea Party 

 Tea Party  1944 
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 PLO 

Dr.Nanum Goldman 

W o r l d  J a n i s h   Z I O N I S M

 World Zoinist organization  Confres

The apparent aims is to liquidate,the palestinan

 people













 Bastards  Animals  Terrorists
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The only useful thing the plo could do, said the

spokesman of the israel foreign ministry,was to disappear

palestin no longer existed and therefore there was no

point in it having a liberation movement.                           
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 1352  1347Black Death 

1347  Black Death 
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